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The Bull is Here and Charging Ahead
When the Fed hiked its interest rate 25 bps last week, it was completely in line with long-held 
expectations. But what got a reaction was the message – and tone – used in the announcement. 
Equity and bond markets cheered the statements from Fed Chair Jerome Powell when he said he saw both disinflation and that 
inflation expectations have been anchored. In his press conference following the Fed's move, he referenced a possible soft economic 
landing, saying: “I continue to think there’s a path to getting inflation back to 2% without a significant economic decline or significant 
increase in unemployment."

These more dovish Fed comments lowered terminal rate expectations downward, with rate cuts now expected to begin in July and 
last through January 2024. We think that, based on the Chair’s statements, investors are already looking past the current earnings 
recession. Powell did mention that the labor market is still a concern, but the markets looked past this as well and focused more on the 
Fed’s views on inflation and the economy. We must keep in mind that the Fed is still expected to raise rates by at least another 25 bps 
and possibly an additional 25 bps after that hike – and their actions are still data-dependent. Last week’s job data was very strong – in 
fact, it was off-the-charts positive – and not what the Fed wants to see. Some economists are now pushing out a U.S. recession, taking a 
recession off the table for the Eurozone, and calling for China to have a sharp economic rebound.  We believe investors are pricing all 
this in positively for the equity markets.

We wrote last week that we did not think the October lows would need to be tested. The technicals of the market have been 
improving, and last week the S&P 500 had a “Golden Cross” which happens when the 50-day moving average crosses above the 200-
day moving average. According to Bank of America, 30, 65 and 195 days after this signal, the S&P 500 is up 75% of the time. Importantly, 
volume has been improving as the market has rallied. Volume leads price, so this is an important confirmation indicator. With a more 
dovish Fed commentary and the technicals improving, the market has room to maintain its current rally. Investors are 
underweight equities – some are in fact short – but there is a mountain of cash on the sidelines. For how long? We’ll see, but we believe 
this rally has legs that can take us into the summer months. The big hurdles we face are possibly two more rate hikes and the 
debt ceiling. So, volatility is still expected. 

ICI Retail Money Market Funds Total Net Assets: Weekly Chart

Source: Bank of America, January 31, 2023
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S&P 500 Index 

Let’s Go to the Charts

So how high can the S&P 500 rally? The first stop would be a rally to the August 2022 high of 4325, which would be a 4.5% upswing. Should 
the market be able to get over this hurdle, then the next challenge would be the March 2022 high of 4637 – a 12% jump! For the Nasdaq 
100, a rally to its August high of 13720 would be a 9% move; after that, the next target would be the April 2022 high of 15265 or a 21% rocket. 
Jumps like these would be a leap of faith! But do-able.

Source: Bloomberg, February 3, 2023
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Source: Bank of America, January 31, 2023
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Follow the Leader: Value or Growth?

We still believe that the leadership in the market will be found in the Value sector, but the beta rally in Growth is likely to continue and 
outperform near term. For investors who would like to participate in that rally and add beta/growth, we’re most comfortable owning 
semiconductors. They fit the theme of the digital era and are an integral part of the long-term growth story within Technology. We took a 
look at the VanEck Semiconductor ETF (SMH), which also incorporates international companies. It’s had a significant technical breakout, 
pointing to a test of 300 or a 20% move from current levels. 

        VanEck Semiconductor ETF (SMH)

Source: Bloomberg, February 3, 2023

Treasury Yields Trending Down

As long as the inflation data remains on the positive side, the trend for 10-year and 2-year Treasury yields should continue to be 
downward. We have been of the belief that the 10-year Treasury yield could decline to 2.5%. Looking at the 2-year Treasury, it could trend 
toward 2%. 

         U.S. 2-Year Treasury Yields

Source: Bloomberg, February 3, 2023
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Cash & Carried Away

A question we have been receiving is: “Should we be putting cash to work in our portfolios?” The answer is Yes, and we suggest dollar 
cost averaging in on down days. The move in the equity markets year-to-date has been big (biggest since 1975!) and markets are 
overbought near-term. With the recent employment data strong and the Fed raising rates and expected to do so again, it is fair to say 
that volatility will remain an inflation bedfellow. Importantly, many economists are now pushing out their recession forecast, leaving 2023 
with positive economic growth above 2%, which is the recession threshold. As noted above, we continue to believe Value is now the 
leadership, but Growth is likely to outperform near-term. We would also add small- and mid-cap stocks for beta in portfolios which we 
have been overweight. We continue to like fixed income and believe that the 60/40 model is back. 

Eyes Wide Open

This is the week that it’s all about Jobs! The Fed’s actions are data-
dependent, and their focus is the jobs data.

With some earnings reports still trickling in, it will seem like a quiet week. But last week’s jobs data was so surprising to the upside that 
monitoring the weekly jobless claims every week will be important for gauging the Fed’s sentiment about the job market. 
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Earnings:  Activision Blizzard, Chegg, Cummins, Fabrinet, IDEXX Laboratories, Leggett & Platt, 
ON Semiconductor, Pinterest, Rambus, Simon Property Group, Skyworks Solutions, Spirit 
Airlines, Take-Two Interactive Software, Tyson Foods

8:30 a.m.    International trade deficit
11:00 a.m.   NY Fed 1 & 5 year inflation expectations
3:00 p.m.   Consumer credit
Earnings:   Assurant, BP, Centene, Chipotle Mexican Grill, Douglas Emmett, DuPont, Enphase 
Energy, Essex Property, Fiserv, Fortinet, Gartner, Graphic Packaging, H & R Block, Hain Celestial, 
Hertz Global, Illumina, Incyte, Jacobs Engineering, KKR, Linde, Prudential, Royal Caribbean, 
Spirit Aerosystems, V.F. Corp, Western Union, Yum China

10:00 a.m.  Wholesale inventories (revision)
Earnings:  Affirm, AllianceBernstein, AppLovin, AvalonBay, Capri Holdings, CME Group, Coherent, 
Coty, CVS Health, Dominion Energy, Digital Turbine, Eaton, Emerson, Equifax, Fox Corporation, 
Goodyear Tire, Hillenbrand, Hudson Pacific Properties, International Flavors & Fragrances, Mattel, 
MGM Resorts, Molina Healthcare, New York Times, O'Reilly Automotive, Patterson-UTI, Penske 
Auto, Performance Food Group, Radian Group, Radware, Reynolds Consumer Products, Rexford 
Industrial Realty, Robinhood Markets, , Sonos, Tenet Healthcare, Trimble, Uber Technologies, Walt 
Disney, XPO, Yum! Brands

8:30 a.m.   Initial jobless claims, Continuing jobless claims
Earnings:   AbbVie, Apollo Global Management, ArcelorMittal, AstraZeneca, BorgWarner, Asset 
Management, Canopy Growth, Chemours, Cloudflare, Cohu, CyberArk Software, Duke Energy, 
Expedia Group, Flowers Foods, Global Payments, Hilton, Himax Technologies, Kellogg, Kimco 
Realty, Lumentum, Lyft, Masco, Mohawk Industries, Motorola Solutions, News Corp., PayPal 
Holdings, PepsiCo, Philip Morris International, PROS Holdings, Qualys, Ralph Lauren, S&P Global, 
SolarWinds, Tapestry, Tempur Sealy International, Thomson Reuters, Under Armour, VeriSign, Willis 
Towers Watson, Yelp

8:30 a.m.   UMich consumer sentiment index, 1 & 5 year inflation expectations (early)
2:00 p.m.   Federal budget balance
Earnings:  American Axle, Enbridge, Fortis, IQVIA, Newell Brands, Spectrum Brands, W.P. 
Carey

Source: MarketWatch/Kiplinger 
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